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Hi y'all,

It's been a rough year at the lege. Really rough. While there is a lot of negative happening out
there, let's make sure we don't lose sight of all of the good. Take a few minutes to stop and
think about the good things that happened, the hard work you've put in, and the incredible
people you've met as we stand up for democracy and our communities.
Where are we now?
New maps for State House, State Senate, and State Board of Education have been
sent to the Governor's Office
Congressional Maps continue to be debated in Conference Committee
Watch: Interview with Michael Li of the Brennan Center (starts at 2:45)
HB 25, the anti-trans athlete bill, passed the House, went to the Senate, and is back in
the House with an amendment
The 3rd Special Session will end on Tuesday. It's unclear if a 4th Special Session will
be called.

Here are a few things we can do the week:
1. Vote
Vote in this Fall's Election!
Early voting starts on Monday, October 18 and runs through October 29. November 2 is
Election Day, but try to vote early if you can! There are 8 constitutional amendments on your
ballot, and many areas have important school board, city council, and other issues up for a
vote. Read more about them, including our recommendation on how to vote on them at our
website.
For more: A Musical Voter Guide by MOVE Texas
2. Call
Call your State Rep and State Senator to Protect Public Health and Oppose Vaccine
Mandate Bans
Keep calling your legislators to push them to stand up for public health and keep workers safe.
For more: Indivisibletxlege.org: Oppose Anti-vaccination Legislation
Recent updates: Houston Public Media: Greg Abbott’s ban on COVID-19
vaccine mandates is making its way through the Texas Legislature

3. Learn
Attend the New York Times' Global Climate Hub November 3-11
Climate change is an issue that impacts all of us. Learn more about climate change and how
we can adapt and thrive in a changing world.
For more and to Register: NY Times Climate Hub
That's it for this week. Don't forget to take a minute to focus on the good, relax, and do
something fun!
Much love,
Marieke
Indivisible TX Lege

Action Network

Sent via Action Network, a free online toolset anyone can use to
organize. Click here to sign up and get started building an email list and
creating online actions today.

Action Network is an open platform that empowers individuals and groups to organize for progressive causes. We
encourage responsible activism, and do not support using the platform to take unlawful or other improper action. We do not
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